INDUSTRY NEWS

COMMENT: RESOLVED FOR 2017
Ring out, ye bells! A New
Year is upon us! Ofcom
promises a new customercentric Openreach. The
Universal Service Obligation
extends to broadband.
Government itself commits to
a full-fibre 5G-enabled future.
Even the mobile networks
are pressing on to meet their
not-spot commitments. What
can possibly go wrong?
It’s been a long time
Dave Dadds
coming. In fact, it took a
referendum to accomplish it. But our industry is now,
finally, getting to where it belongs in Government
thinking, no longer just lumped in with the media luvvies
at DCMS because someone thought telephones and
mobiles naturally sit with broadcast TV and radio – but
a vibrant, vital means of empowering trade, especially
international trade. The kind of trade the UK is going
to need as it makes its way into the post-Brexit world.
For the first time, too, Government is looking over the
shoulders of the big boys and the corporate lobbyists,
anxious to catch a glimpse of us agile, flexible, competitive
CPs and SME sector suppliers. Suddenly, we’re all being
taken seriously. How do we begin to respond to that?
December’s FCS Board meeting spent a lot of time on
this. As the voice of the channel, we’re already building
strong coalitions with other industry voices and feeding
into three All-Party Parliamentary Groups. At the same
time, we’re delivering operational results on everything
from Ethernet lead times to dial-through fraud.
To make sure nothing gets overlooked, why not make
the time for a quarterly conference call with a proper
agenda about what’s going on and what we need to
do about it? It could be anything from IPX to wholesale
mobile, from wayleaves to fraud – the big issues that’ll
drive the policy work with Ofcom and the task-andfinish groups. Drop us a note to fcs@fcs.org.uk.

Dave Dadds, Chairman, FCS

Preservica backed
by investment firm
Oxfordshire-based technology business Preservica has
secured £3m in growth funding
from Mobeus Equity Partners.
The deal is expected to boost
uptake of Preservica’s digital
preservation software which is
used by over 100 large and
small corporate and public sector organisations.
“Preservica has a strong
vision and an impressive set
of customers,” stated Trevor
Hope, Partner at Mobeus Equity
Partners. “It has an ambitious
growth plan and a product vision
that is transforming how organisations protect and future-proof
digital information.
“This is a disruptive offering, well matched to a vast and
growing unmet market need.”
Mike Quinn, Preservica’s
CEO, added: “The investment
is a validation of the potential
of the business and the growing
demand for a digital preservation solution that enables organisations to protect the value of
their vital digital information.
“The funding will allow us
to expand our partnering programme and accelerate our
product vision to make digital preservation a seamless and
automated part of the digital
information lifecycle.”

Mike Quinn
Quinn said that the value
of safeguarding digital information cuts across every sector and
has wide ranging benefits.
HSBC, which recently celebrated its 150th anniversary,
uses its repository of digital
material to enhance the value
of its brand and protect vital
corporate records.
Other organisations such
as TfL are using Preservica’s
platform to work with digital
information that is key to maintaining its vast infrastructure,
including escalators with an
expected life-span of 50 years
or more.
Healthcare is also looking to
invest in digital preservation to
access patient data for 75-plus
years, while other organisations
are seeking to protect intellectu-

al property and re-use research
data and digital information for
product innovation and competitive advantage.
“The cloud has an important
role to play as more organisations adopt a ‘cloud first’
approach and leverage the costefficiencies and inherent durability of cloud storage for safeguarding digital information,”
stated Quinn.
“Preservica’s digital preservation software is architected to
take advantage of this, allowing
organisations to run the software
in the cloud or use a hybrid mix
of cloud storage connected to an
on-premise deployment.”
The company’s partnership
with Amazon Web Services
(AWS) will also be a key part
of its expansion plans.

Do you want to click
with the Channel?
In another industry first, we are
delighted to publish an ABC (Audit
Bureau of Circulation) certificate for
Comms-dealer.com showing that
between January and December
2014, the website attracted a
monthly average of 10,883 unique
Browsers.
To click with the ICT channel
online and reach this audience,
call us on….

01895 454603
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